Penguin Class - Term 3 Topic Plan 2021-22
Maths

Topic

For Maths Penguin class is very focused

This term 3 Penguin class pupils are going to learn

in Numbers, shapes, big/small and

about several topics:

patterns and we have been working all

Our main topic is going to be Railways but as usual

these subjects using our fantastic

we are going to have a few celebration topics like

sensory trays.

Chinese New Year and St Valentine’s day.

English
Sensory story- We will have a few
stories related with our topic like My
train trip, the friendly dragon and Love
from the crayons.
Every-day words- Penguin pupils are
learning everyday words related with
winter clothes, cutlery or colours.
Writing- Every Monday our pupils will be
experimenting different types of writing,
using their fingers, brush and pencils.

Design & Art
We will focus our art activities in

.Penguin.

PE
During our PE session, we always
try to have lot of fun and we try

our topics, so we will be able to

to have a very active session.

create real Chinese dragons with lots
of flames or amazing and cute

We always start with a warm up

Valentine’s hearts.

where we can explore different
ways of movement, run, jump, walk
and this term we will explore how
music can make us feel in different

PHSE
Penguin class will be thinking about our
feelings, happy, sad or angry and how
you can identify and recognize them.
At the same time we will think what
we can do when we are happy or how
can we manage our sadness or angriness.

Wow days/ school visits:
Showcasing our Art creation to other
classes and families using our padlet class.

ways, sad, happy, calm.
In every session we will play games,
splitting our pupils in two different

Celebrating our Pupils’s achievements in

teams.

our class Assembly.

At the end of the session we will
have a relax time.

